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TITLE

HELP ME, HELP YOU, A short Film competition

Date

Apr 17, 2020 - Apr 25, 2020

Summary

Social and Heritage Club and Women Cell of RDIAS jointly organized a
competition name ³Help Me Help You´for all MBA and BBA Students. The aim
of organizing this event was to make students appreciate and understand the
importance of crisis management and use this lockdown period to spend quality
time with family members along with upgrading their skill set. The video
prepared should spread the message of how people are engaging themselves in
doing something creative and also taking precautions during the time of
COVID¶The numbers of students registered on portal were 12 out of which 8
students submitted their videos pertaining to the same. It was an individual
event wherein a students had to submit a video highlighting the precautions they
are taking during this crisis time of lockdown due to covid pandemic.

The students displayed their creativity in the form of not only making video but also in
terns of the content they designed, recorded and share along with the involvement of
the family members. The winners of the event had involved their family members in a
very beautiful and impressive manner. The parameters of judgment were creativity,
uniqueness and relevance to the theme. The winners were declared based on the score.
Winners for the event were:
First Position ²££Ms. Ayushi Nagdev BBA VI M(A)
Second Position ²Ms. Sakshi Mittal MBA-IV M(A)
Third Position ²Mr.Piyush Girdhar BBA-VI M(A)

The students were appreciative of the event and enjoyed making the video. The winners
were awarded with certificates and to motivate them and to apprise others with their
remarkable efforts their videos were shared on the Facebook page of RDIAS as well.
Despite it being the first online event organized by the clubs the things went smoothly
as per plan.
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